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(R6) 16:00 DONCASTER, 2m 4f 115y 

Virgin Bet Fives Handicap Chase (Class 4) (5YO plus)
No Silk Form Horse Details Age/Wt Jockey/Trainer OR

1 321F-66 BUSTER VALENTINE (IRE) 45 D 
b g Ask - Femme Du Noir

10 12 - 2 Jamie Hamilton
Mr M T Walford

122

Jockey Colours: Yellow, light blue sleeves, yellow armlets and star on light blue cap
Timeform says: String of solid efforts in defeat prior to resuming winning ways from the front
at Wetherby last spring. Below par so far this season but the handicapper has been quick to
react (now 2 lb lower than for the aforementioned success), so couldn't entirely rule out.

 (Forecast 9.00)

Notes: 

2 131P-4P THE MIGHTY ARC (IRE) 45 D 
b g Arcadio - Funcheon Lady

8 12 - 0t Sean Quinlan
C E Longsdon

120

Jockey Colours: Brown, cambridge blue yoke and cap with brown hoop
Timeform says: Quickly made up into a fairly useful chaser last winter, winning twice, and
shaped better than the distance beaten on return here in November. Subsequent Wincanton
effort was poor but will be a danger to all if able to bounce back.  (Forecast 7.00)

Notes: 

3 111PP4 ON SPRINGS (IRE) 13 D 
b g Mahler - Wild Fuchsia

8 11 - 12 Lorcan Williams
Ben Pauling

118

Jockey Colours: Black, red hooped sleeves and cap
Timeform says: Not entirely straightforward but thrived last summer, winning 4 of his 5 starts
after returning from a break in June. However, this season's efforts have not been particularly
inspiring and he could probably do with more respite from the assessor.  (Forecast 11.00)

Notes: 

4 3/2P6-
23

TUPELO MISSISSIPPI (IRE) 15 
b g Yeats - Misleain

8 11 - 9p Henry Brooke
B Ellison

115

Jockey Colours:  light green, dark green chevrons, red sleeves, white and red striped cap
Timeform says: Dual bumper/maiden hurdle winner who produced arguably his best effort
yet over fences when second to Git Maker in a 4-runner Catterick handicap on New Year's
Day. Not so good when a well-held fourth behind the same rival (again at Catterick) next
time, though.  (Forecast 8.50)

Notes: 

5 P3234U FANZIO (FR) 81 
b g Day Flight - Tu L'as Eu

8 11 - 7tp Nick Scholfield
Richard Hobson

113

Jockey Colours: Royal blue, light blue sleeves, royal blue stars, light blue cap
Timeform says: Has fallen a long way in the weights since his latest success in a handicap
chase at Perth back in April 2021 (now 17 lb below that winning mark) but there are far more
bad runs than good ones on his recent record.  (Forecast 15.00)

Notes: 

6 1R21-23 HEROIQUE DE MAULDE (FR) 45 BF 
ch g Jeu St Eloi - Ondine De Brejoux

6 11 - 6t B S Hughes
J P L Ewart

112

Jockey Colours: Yellow, brown diamond and sleeves
Timeform says: Dual chase winner in France last autumn and positive start on these shores
following 12 months off when going close at Newcastle (2½m, good) in November. Again
performed well when third over the same C&D on Boxing Day (since undergone a wind op)
and this 6-y-o is a big player.  (Forecast 3.75)

Notes: 

7 P2-764P ROAD WARRIOR 45 D 
gr g Fair Mix - Mimi Equal

9 11 - 3tp Ross Chapman
Rebecca Menzies

109
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Jockey Colours: White, black stripe, diabolo on sleeves, white cap, dark blue star
Timeform says: Consistent last term but has shown little spark since returning to action in
October and needs to bounce back in a major way following a second wind op. Cheekpieces
refitted.  (Forecast 19.00)

Notes: 

8 542P83 CROAGH PATRICK (IRE) 12 
b g Mountain High - Benedicta Rose

8 10 - 7t Jonathan England
S England

99

Jockey Colours: Brown, green diamond and sleeves, orange cap
Timeform says: Back-to-back winner of handicap chases last spring and returned to form
following a couple of tame efforts when third of 11 over 3m here recently. Down another 1 lb,
while both this drop back in trip and the drying ground are positive factors, so there's certainly
cause for optimism.  (Forecast 5.50)

Notes: 

TIMEFORM VIEW: The most appealing of these is French-import HEROIQUE DE MAULDE, who
has performed with plenty of credit in a couple of runs at Newcastle for present connections and he
may well be capable of better given his low mileage. Croagh Patrick has a fair bit going for him having
put in a good shift here recently and he is second choice ahead of The Mighty Arc, who is capable of a
bold show if he puts his best foot forward.
 
Timeform 1-2-3:  
1: HEROIQUE DE MAULDE (6) 
2: CROAGH PATRICK (8) 
3: THE MIGHTY ARC (2)


